notting hill and ealing high school

Secret Nuclear Bunker
Richard Petty
Year 11’s trip to the Kelvedon

canteen, all populated by

Hatch Secret Nuclear Bunker,

mannequins but otherwise just as

near Brentwood in Essex, was

they were when the bunker was

possibly the most evocative and

decommissioned.

atmospheric History Department
day trip we’ve done in the time

The bunker is also an interesting

I’ve been at NHEHS.

example of an unmodernised
museum, in an age when we have

The whole of Year 11 joined us on become accustomed to the slicker,
the visit to this installation which entertainment model adopted by
was designed to be a regional

many museums.

command station in the event of
a nuclear strike. We all found it a

We finished the day at the RAF

thoroughly eerie and odd

Museum in Hendon where the

experience arriving at a dull

educator in the workshop told us

1950s bungalow in a clearing in a

all about growing up near

wood, only to discover that it’s

Aldermaston, the UK’s nuclear

only the shell of a building. We

research HQ, with a father who

then descended three stories into

was a nuclear scientist . A

what is effectively a huge crater

situation which resulted in difficult

and were met with facilities that

moments for him as a teenager

have survived completely as they

when meeting peace campaigners.

were left when the site was sold
to a farmer in 1994.

Although it is 50 years since the
Cuban Missile Crisis and more than
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There are tunnels, rooms with

20 years since the break‐up of the

amazing rows of telex, fax

Soviet Union marked the end of

machines, maps and filing

the Cold War, the trip brought it

cabinets, dormitories,

vividly home to all of us that “.. it

washrooms, a sick bay and a large really wasn’t that long ago”.

The Stars Come Out on National Poetry Day
Sarah Davies
Since 1994 National Poetry Day
has engaged millions of people
with poetry through a range of
live events and activities for
people young and old throughout
the country. NHEHS always
seizes the opportunity to make
the most of this very special day
and we always rise to the
occasion!
The theme this year was “stars”.
A star is a collapsing cloud of

poems. The winners were:

masterclasses with girls from Year

space, gas under pressure makes

Year 7: Rinda Naresh; Year 8:

10 who produced a range of

a star, language under pressure

Rosie Lewis; Year 9: Anna

impressive work.

makes a poem and we had our

Dobson; Year 10: Annazita Barry

own little “constellation” of

and Sixth Form : Katie Byford.

Staff revealed who their own “stars”

poetry.

We were all impressed by their

were and their choices were posted

mature, inventive and

around the school. An eclectic

The day started with a special

imaginative “take” on the theme

range of answers ran from Sonic

assembly during which our

and the really varied and

the Hedgehog to Sir Edmund Hillary.

visiting poet, Musa Okwonga,

inspiring work they had

There was also a special event run

spoke and performed movingly

produced.

by the English Club at lunchtime

and winners of the National

based around producing a

Poetry Day school poetry

Later in the day Musa Okwonga

communal poem and lots of star‐

competition performed their

ran workshops and

themed food!

Year 12 Politics Trip
Richard Petty
Year 12 Politics students took a

recent prominence in enquiries

tour of the Palace of

involving News International, for

Westminster, visiting

instance.

Westminster Hall and both
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Houses, before ending up in

This was a trip which as well as

Portcullis House for a workshop

being fascinating, reminded us of

on the effectiveness of Select

just how close we are in London to

Committees – timely, given their

the heart of government.

Summer of Sport
Helen Critcher

Big Build Visit
Staff and girls are being offered opportunities to
visit the Big Build and see progress at first hand.
Izzy Farrow writes about the latest visit:
Faced with hard hats, goggles and luminous
The school was fortunate

in a thrilling evening match

enough to be allocated a

when an early goal for Team GB

number of tickets to Olympic

was all that was needed to

events this summer.

secure victory. The result did
not dent the enthusiasm of the

Mrs Swift took a group to watch

Brazilian drummers who

the heats of the canoe sprint at

entertained the crowd as they

Dorney, where they tried hard

made their way home and

to get to grips with the

contributed to the feeling that

intricacies of the sport and, in a

everyone had been part of

spirit of Olympic solidarity,

something truly special and

joined in the cheers for every

memorable.

jackets we weren't sure about the tour's
Potential. However, it proved informative and
really helped to show us what was actually
going on right in the middle of the school.
Having heard all about “the hole” it was an
experience to stand inside it and to see the
(very much ongoing) result. We had thought “Is
it really that hard, it’s only a hole after all!” but
the explanation from the Site Manager made us
quickly think again as he talked metal, mud and
management.

competitor.
The school also had tickets for
Mrs Critcher and a group of 12

two days of Paralympic athletics

lucky students were part of a

events where a particular

crowd of more than 70,000 at

highlight for Ms Greenslade and

Wembley to watch a game of

an excited group of girls, was

women’s football. They saw

seeing David Weir win gold in

st

Team GB play Brazil on 31 July

the 1500m wheelchair race.

Climbing right up to what will soon be the dance
studio was a daunting task for those of us who
are afraid of heights (cough‐cough Ms Hunt) and
yet we all made it, and even managed a quick
first dance amongst the hammers and tools.
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Year 10 Art Trip
Sophie Plowden
together with a filmed
interview given by the artist

Young Leaders Conference

herself: Jenny Saville. One of
the Young British Artists of the

The NHEHS Head Girl Team joined other young

1990s, she is unusual in her

leaders from across 26 GDST schools at the

on‐going pursuit of painting the

Royal High School Bath for an intensive

human figure on a monumental

'Apprentice style' weekend. There were

scale.

speeches about leadership from GDST CEO
Helen Fraser, Camila Batmanghelidjh of Kids

In the afternoon, we walked

Company and Ann Daniels, the first woman in

across the city in the balmy

history to reach the North and South Poles as

sunshine to the Pitt Rivers

part of all women teams. The girls then went on
to compete in teams in tasks that involved

Year 10 GCSE art students

Museum, where the girls found

creating a fundraising event for four charities:

visited Oxford early this term to

inspiration for a different

Whizz Kidz, Clic Sargent, Breakthrough Breast

gather ideas for their portrait

approach. Masks, jewellery,

Cancer and Camfed, all of whom were in

project. In the morning they

totems and artefacts collected

attendance to help the girls through the

attended a talk on the current

from around the word showed

process.

exhibition at the Oxford

ways in which we both reveal

Museum of Modern Art,

and hide our identity.

Appliance of Science
Andy Crame
This term, the popular Science
Club has offered the opportunity
for girls to try out various fun,
science related activities.

Sixth Form History of Art

We started off with the chemistry

Year 13 History of Art students are pictured

behind preparing bath bombs,

above in the National Gallery on their recent trip

made bracelets of UV active

to look at the art of Durer, Holbein, Rembrandt

beads and looked at the effects of

the audience of prospective

and Vermeer.

surface tension (how many corks

Year 7 pupils when reprised

can you get to float upright in a

during the Open Evening. We

bowl of water?)

finished the term by making

Year 12 also went to the National Gallery this
term in a visit that focused on French painting
including Poussin, Fragonard, David and Ingres.
Juliet Learmouth
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rockets powered by Alka‐
We made Wobbly Men (or

Seltzer which was great fun

women) to illustrate the effect of

and we even managed to leave

centre of gravity, an activity

all the ceiling tiles in the

which was a particular hit with

chemistry lab intact!

Hans Woyda Mathematics Competition
Colin Porter
On 3rd October our Hans Woyda Mathematics team played host to Claremont High School from Kenton in
the initial match of the first round of the 2012‐2013 competition.
Competing over seven rounds, the four NHEHS students: Anouschka Rajah (Year 9), Louisa Hamre (Year
11), Hafsa Malik (Year 12) and Wendy Wang (Year 13), started very well. However, the pressure of the
occasion ultimately got the better of them and Claremont were the eventual worthy winners by 42 points
to 20. The next match is in early November against City of London School for Girls. Our final opponents in
this first round will be Preston Manor High from North Wembley.

The View from the Embassy
Kitty Bradley
crisis was to analyse Khrushchev’s
motives, and he spoke of his very
real fear that American missiles
would be deployed.
He also dealt with lighter
moments such as being followed by
Russians ‘watchers’ who often wore
berets and whose main strategy to
avoid detection was to swap the
colour of the beret‐ a dubious
disguise! He also spoke about his
experiences as British Ambassador
Year 11 and 12 are off to Berlin at

He served in the British Embassy

in Berlin and his first hand

half term where they will look at

in Moscow from 1961 to 1962

experiences in witnessing the Wall

aspects of World War II and the

and from 1975 to 1977 and in the

coming down and the consequent

Cold War related to their GCSE

British Mission in Berlin from

mood of the nation as it was

and AS Level courses. In

1966 to 1969 and the Embassy in

re‐unified.

preparation they were offered

Bonn from 1982 to 1985.

some fascinating insights by Sir
Christopher Mallaby.

We are extremely grateful to
His talk to the Berlin‐trippers

Sir Christopher for so generously

about his time in the British

making time for this visit and for

Sir Christopher’s distinguished

Diplomatic Service began with a

treating us to such a stimulating

career in the British Diplomatic

fantastic outline of the Cold War

lecture given from such a unique

Service between 1959 and 1996

as he described working in the

and informed viewpoint.

included the posts of Ambassador

British Embassy in Moscow during

to Germany from March 1988 to

this time and particularly during

It has really set the scene for our

December 1992 and to France

the Cuban Missile Crisis. Part of

Berlin trip.

from January 1993 to July 1996.

his role in the Embassy during the
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To the Tower!
Joe Pepper
the White Tower and even found
time to see the Crown Jewels,
which was a dazzling experience!
The most dramatic moment of
the day was undoubtedly when
one of the ravens decided to eat
Mr Hobbs’s sandwiches whilst he
was looking in the other
direction: a very brave bird
indeed….
Photo of 7H by Lucy Whittock (7H)

On Tuesday 9th October the

fascinating tour of the medieval

whole of Year 7 visited the

palace by a man dressed in

Tower of London, for a day of

armour who also told us how the

adventure and to learn more

Tower had been used at different

about medieval castles, which is

points in its history: everything

part of the Year 7 history

from a royal home to a terrifying

syllabus. We were treated to a

prison. We scaled the heights of

Private Peaceful
Sandra Craggs
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Year 8 enjoyed an evening at the

As a one‐man show, the piece

Theatre Royal Haymarket and saw

had a tremendous concentrated

the play Private Peaceful by the

power which the girls found

award‐winning author of War

quite challenging at times. They

Horse and former Children's

were delighted by Paul Chequer

Laureate, Michael Morpurgo. His

who played Tommo and

inspiration for the piece came from

enjoyed “the contrast of funny

a visit to Ypres where he was

moments and sad moments” as

shocked to discover how many

he relived his life through

young soldiers were court‐

stories of his country childhood,

martialled and shot for cowardice

his first days at school; the

during the First World War. The

accident in the forest that killed

play relives the life of Private

his father; his adventures with

Tommo Peaceful, a young soldier

his sweetheart Molly, and his

awaiting the firing squad at dawn.

experiences in the war.

More photos at
http://www.nhehs.gdst.net/photogallery1

Senior Production News
Debbie Whitmarsh
Grace Richardson Banks is
heading up the design team
with creativity and flair and
we’ve already made a visit to

A Level Drama

the National Theatre costume

Year 13 have embarked on the Unit 3 of their A

and props department. After

Level course which requires them to devise an

half term ‘Greasepaint’ – a

original piece of theatre and perform it for an

professional TV and stage

invited audience. They are given a ‘stimulus’ by

makeup company will be

the examining board as a starting point and this

running workshops to train

year they have been given a series of Brassai

the makeup team and help

photographs of Paris at night and a selection of

design for the vampires and

quotes about Paris by Gertrude Stein and

inmates of Bedlam.

Georges Braques.

Rehearsals for this term’s

This year we are using film as

They have adopted the name Hidden Flickr and

production of Dracula are well

a means of creating

you can gain insight into their work and watch a

under way and it is a pleasure

atmospheres and indicating

selection of recorded rehearsals on their blog,

to see the large cast and crew

change of sets. Students are

Hidden Flickr on the School Portal. The

of girls from different years

planning and filming in a

performance will be in January

working together on Liz

variety of locations. This is an

Lochhead’s re‐working of the

exciting addition and the

Bram Stoker novel.

opportunity for the team to
develop a new skill set. Visits

The run of three nights at

have already taken place to

Watermans is providing a huge

Highgate cemetery for

challenge for the design teams

inspiration. Photos will soon

as well as the cast. However

be on view on the Dracula

Amelia Powell, this year’s Stage

page of the School Portal

Manager, is leading the team

(under Drama and Theatre

brilliantly.

Studies).

Dracula by Liz Lochhead
based on the novel by Bram Stoker

New York Exhibition
If you happen to be in New York this half term
look out for Mrs Plowden’s work at
“Postcards—small paintings by Sophie Plowden”

│Wednesday 21 │Thursday 22 │Friday 23 November 2012

which is on at 120 Chambers Street NYC from

Watermans Arts Theatre 40 High Street Brentford, TW8 0DS

23rd October to 21 November.

All tickets from the school
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Big Build News
Roger Walker
After the summer we can see a
huge amount of progress and a
variety of improvements and
changes are already benefiting
the girls.

The Portrait Room
Comfy sofas and a space where girls can work
together or just relax

The main entrance, reception,
Portrait Room and library have
been totally refurbished. The
result is bright, inviting spaces
that give us a just taste of the sort
of improvements the Big Build
will bring to the school. The new
entrance fills the front of the
school with light and the girls are
particularly enjoying the changes
to the library and Portrait Room,
gathering there in comfort
before, during and after school to

The Library
Library
A light, bright place to work with books or lap‐

read, study, use a lap top or just
relax on the stylish sofas.

A tops
light,abright space for working with laptops or

The main construction work is

books

now racing ahead despite some
severe and testing weather
conditions. The excavation of the
‘Big Hole’ is complete and 8,000
lorry loads of earth have been
relocated to a nearby golf course.
Down in the depths, the walls of
the sports hall will be completed
very soon after which work will
commence to install all the
utilities, lights and fittings. Work
is now concentrated on the area
to the west of the science block

Reception

where the final stage of

A welcoming place for girls and visitors

excavation has been completed
and the basement slab, walls and
floors are being laid for the locker
rooms and the new theatre area.
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The building continues to rise
behind the bank of scaffolding.
The walls, many of the floors
and many of the planar glass
panels are now in place and the
shape of the new assembly hall,
theatre and dance studio can
clearly be seen. Connecting
walkways from the science
block, the main school and the
West Wing are also in place.
The anticipated completion date
for the building remains the end
of May 2013. We will then
remove the Big Space, any
remaining plant and equipment,
and in what promises to be an
exciting operation, remove
‘Razia the Crane’‘by lifting her
out (in sections) over the science
block. During the summer holi‐
days the garden area and the
netball and tennis courts will be
re‐laid and the final landscaping,
tree planting and cleaning up
will take place.
We are now looking forward to
this time next year when we
plan ‘a grand opening’ to
coincide with and celebrate the
School’s 140th birthday.

Socrates and his Philosophy of the Streets
Abi Thompson

Bettany Hughes came to speak to

mystery. She spoke of how Mark

state against a popular figure who

us as the guest of Classics Club

Haddon suggested that such a

had lost his appeal, become

and there was a huge turnout with

biography would be like a

‘boring’, and was asking too many

practically standing room only.

‘doughnut’ – with the crucial

questions for a society which was

Perhaps this was on account

centrepiece (Socrates) missing in

beginning to shake at its

visitors from a certain boys’

action. After ten years of research

foundations.

school, a guess hazarded by

and five years of writing, Bettany’s

Bettany herself. But, regardless of

finished product is a testament to

Aside from Socrates, she also

motive, everyone was soon

the importance of context in

discussed the Spartan race and

thoroughly engaged in the lecture

examining a figure whose thinking

their “quasi‐Communist ideals”,

thanks to Bettany’s wonderful

has shaped so much of what we

pointing out their stamina and

presentation, which ranged from

believe today.

quixotic dream of perfect equality.
She described the famous battle of

the movie ‘300’ to her
experiences as a young female

When asked whether she really

Thermopylae as “becoming legend

presenter at the BBC.

considered the details of his life –

before history” and defended

from the battlefields he walked on

historical inaccuracies in the movie

At the heart of her lecture,

to the starved cry of impoverished

‘300’ as being in keeping with this

though, was the ancient

citizens he heard – of value to the

idea.

philosopher Socrates. Bettany

study of what is supposed to be

Hughes is a renowned Classicist,

eternal truths, she explained that

Finally, she closed her speech with

broadcaster and author of several

the influence was too strong to be

encouragement for young female

books, among which is ‘The

ignored. She also drew parallels

aspiration and the progress

Hemlock Cup’, a biography of

between the celebrity culture of

towards gender equality in the

Socrates. One of the questions

ancient Athens and the 21st

workplace. She was a truly

posed to Bettany was how she

century Western world. She

inspirational speaker and we

managed to construct her book

proposed that the death sentence

greatly enjoyed having her as our

when the man is such a

of Socrates was a reaction by the

guest.
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Year 7 at Hillingdon
Jason Hobbs
“In Night Line there were tunnels, a slide, a tyre swing that we
had to climb through, a huge hill and some strange things that
we had to climb over. At the end when we looked where we had
been, it was actually incredibly simple. The slide was only about
a metre tall and the ‘huge’ hill was about the same. I think it is
amazing how blind people can manage without being able to see
anything!”
Cleo Cooper

“….about 2 metres away from the shore and half
of the raft collapsed! In a desperate struggle to
climb back aboard we completely demolished our
raft. Everyone was completely soaked from head
to toe at that point, and so we were instructed to
come back to shore. We did not win the race, but
if I had to say, then I think we had the most fun!”
Maya Yates

“Not only was it a super fun end to the first week of school, but it also helped everyone get to know each
other…”
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Isha Lamba

EISSP Science Forum
Rashida Safarfashandi
presented details of the 9/11
compensation scheme, leading
to a discussion regarding its
ethical implication and how this
might translate to an NHS
government funded

Ealing Schools Cross Country

compensation scheme in the

Over 20 girls are representing NHEHS in the

UK. The second discussion of

Ealing Borough Schools Cross Country

the evening was launched by a

tournament and we’re delighted to report that

presentation from the NHEHS

at this stage team NHEHS are in first place!

team on the ethical
implications of stem cell

In the Year 7 and 8 race Sophie McGowan,

Sixth formers from schools in

research, particularly that

Loula Omaar and Alice Wells were in the top 10

the Ealing Independent State

involving embryonic stem

out of the 113 girls taking part. You can see the

School Partnership (EISSP) met

cells.

Year 7 and 8 team above.

this month in the first of their
forum discussions dealing with
the ethical implications of

These sessions are a valuable
preparation for university
interviews for those intending

science.

to study science or medicine at

Students from Twyford

university.

GDST Language Prize
Congratulations to Joanna Vale who is the 2012 winner of the
Anne Hogg Modern Foreign Languages Prize.
The prize is awarded to the overall best linguist studying Spanish

In the Year 9 and 10 races Anna Maude won the

and another language. Dr Hogg is a Fellow and former Chair of the

gold medal with Ellie Benson, Eleanor Colato

GDST. This award is made annually to a girl in Year 10 at each Trust

and Ella Kotecha all finishing among the top 10

school to encourage the study of modern foreign languages.

runners.

World’s Biggest Practical Science Lesson
As part of the GDST’s 140

th

break the Guinness World

anniversary celebrations, there

record for the biggest

will be GDST‐wide ‘Women in

practical science lesson in

Science’ day on Tuesday 13

multiple venues. More than

November. The focus of the

100 NHEHS girls from Year 6

day will be an attempt to set or

to Year 9 will be taking part.

Notting Hill made a clean sweep of the Year 11
and 12 race with Olivia Will in 1st place, Joanna
Vale in 2nd and Emelia Newton‐Jones in 3rd
Annette Greenslade & Jennie Scott
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Sports Reports
Nicola Evans, Annette Greenslade and Jennie Scott

Hockey: London Cup

The other 2 schools who

Congratulations to the U16 team

have also reached the semi‐

who came second in their heat

final stage are Godolphin

and have qualified to play in the

and Latymer School and

final stage of the London Hockey

Kingston Grammar School.

Cup .
Meanwhile the U15 team
They will play James Allen Girl’s

will be in action on

School in the semi‐finals at St

5th November in the first

George’s School, in Weybridge on

round of their competition.

Tuesday 6th November.

Trust Rallies

Ipswich in the final which

The GDST Hockey, Netball and

was won by Ipswich.

Swimming Rallies were held at

Nevertheless, we were

Northampton High School in what

overjoyed that out of the 16

was an action packed day.

competing sister schools,
we made it into the top 4!

The senior hockey team had an
amazing run, winning their

The U15 netball team and

section and then beating Bath on

the senior swimming squad

penalties in the quarter finals.

were also in action on the

Sadly, they lost to Newcastle on

day and we all enjoyed a

penalties in the semi‐finals.

great day’s competition. A

Newcastle went on to play

big thanks to Northampton
High for their hospitality!
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